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ABSTRACT

The objective of this study was to investigate the

systematic factors affecting the scores of Hawaii college

bound students taking the verbal subtest of the Scholastic

Aptitude Test (SAT). In recent years, much attention has

been focused on the SAT in the state of Hawaii because its

mean verbal scores have consistently been among the lowest

10% of all states on the verbal section.

The study consisted of two parts. Part 1 involved the

identification of items and types of items which have been

answered differentially by Hawaii students in comparison to

Mainland U.S. students. The items were identified through

the use of differential item functioning (DIF) procedures

which assess performance differences between individuals, of

the same overall scholastic aptitude, from two groups. The

results of the analyses indicated that there was a tendency

for Hawaii students to perform less well than the reference

group on the early items in each of the antonym sections and

better than the reference group on the more difficult or

later items in each section. Carelessness and unfamiliarity

with the item type were identified as probable causes. Part

2 utilized a sample of Hawaii public school students who

were exposed to a treatment curriculum which addressed the

low performance on the types of items identified in part 1.
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Independent groups t-tests conducted between the treatment

students and a sample from the original pool of 1988

examinees showed equivalence of performance on the pretest.

However, the treatment students performed statistically

significantly better than the controls after receiving the

treatment.

The DIF analyses identified systematic factors which

were related to the low performance of Hawaii students on

the SAT. The study showed that a one hour treatment,

applied to specific areas of low scholastic performance, can

be effective in raising the level of performance.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Since post World War I, standardized achievement and

aptitude tests have been used to identify people with

special skills and to evaluate a person's position on a

measure in relation to others. ~o doubt it can be useful to

have a cost-beneficial means of: (1) selection when the

number of openings is less than the number of applicants, or

(2) assessment when a large number of individuals are

involved. Conditions necessary for test validity of norm

referenced aptitude measures within a population include

similarity of background characteristics and exposure to

pretest preparation and materials. A major criticism of

standardized testing has been the use of a test normed on a

population with one set of characteristics being used for

comparisons across different populations with different

characteristics. Depending upon the extent of differences

in a population, some items on a test may be more difficuJ.t

for some groups solely because of item characteristics that

conflict with the intent of the item. One explanation for

this situation is referred to as cultural test bias, where

persons from different cultural backgrounds experience test

content differentially (Scheuneman, 1984).

Since 1977, the Hawaii State Department of Education

has been using the Stanford Achievement Test as a measure of

basic skills. The results of the test, used for comparisons
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as well as selection purposes, give each student, school,

district and the state an indication of scholastic

achievement in comparison with students and groups

nationwide. For college-bound seniors, Scholastic Aptitude

Test scores are used by colleges in North America for

comparison and selection purposes.

In large part, most achievement and aptitude tests are

written for testing the knowledge of middle class Anglos and

normed extensively on this same target group (Samuda &

Woods, 1982). While concentrated efforts are being made to

eliminate loading towards any sUb-group of the test-taking

population, differential responding still occurs, most

notably among particular ethnic groups (Jensen, 1977;

Shepard, Camilli & Williams, 1984). Ethnic-related

differential responding is particularly problematic for

Hawaii students because only about 24% (U.S. Department of

Education, 1987) of school-aged children in Hawaii are of

White (caucasian) background compared to the national

average of 73%. The remaining 76% of Hawaii's students can

be classified as "minority" in terms of mainland (United

states) categories. The ethnic breakdown of the Hawaii

state school district, which has the largest percentage of

minority students in the country, is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Percentages of Minority and White students
in Hawaii and the Nation

Ethnicity

Minority

white

Hawaii
D.O.E.

76.2%

23.7%

National
Average

26.7%

73.3%

Test scores of Hawaii students taking the Stanford

Achievement Test and the Scholastic Aptitude Test, while

administered to different cohorts of students, have shown

differing patterns. On the Stanford Achievement Test, which

is administered to all Hawaii public school students in the

3rd, 6th, 8th, and 10th grades, Hawaii students are at or

just below the national norms in reading and above the

national norms in mathematics. The Stanford Achievement

Test is normed such that 23% of the test takers are expected

to score in the below average group (stanines 1-3), 54% in

the average group (stanines 4-6), and 23% in the above

average group (stanines 7-9). The results of the Scholastic

Aptitude Test, which is mainly administered to seniors

intending to go to college, show scores around the national

average in mathematics but significantly lower in the verbal

area. The comparisons are shown in Tables 2 and 3.
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Table 2. Stanford Achievement Test Statewide Scores
(Weighted Across Grades 3, 6, 8 and 10)

for Spring 1988 Testing

National Hawaii
Reading Math

Below Average 23% 23% 22%

Average 54% 57% 48%

Above Average 23% 20% 30%

Table 3. Scholastic Aptitude Test Means for
Fall 1988 Testing for College Bound Seniors

Hawaii

National

Math

480

476

Verbal

408

428

The percentage of ethnic minority in Hawaii may

possibly contribute to the differences observed when

standardized tests normed on the mainland are administered

locally. Stedry (1960), Hunter (1975), Valencia and Rankin

(1985) and many others have shown that tests developed for

one culture may not be valid for others. Of greater

importance are the consequences of invalid conclusions drawn

from the test scores. Should tests provide inaccurate

information on students' levels of achievement or aptitude,
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money and resources may be allocated to problem areas that

do not exist, while areas of true need are overlooked. The

power that standardized tests hold is enormous; many

educational decisions are based upon test SCOYp.s. For

example, the Honolulu star Bulletin (1985) reported that the

Gannett ratings of pUblic school systems across the country

and the report of the Council of Chief state School Officers

use standardized tests as major measures of educational

success. Locally three of the Hawaii Department of

Education's eight "state Goals for Indicators of Excellence

for 1985 to 1991" relate to raising scores on nationally

normed standardized achievement and aptitude tests. Thus

validity of test comparisons needs to be insured in order

for accurate conclusions to be drawn and appropriate

comparisons made. The relatively low standing of Hawaii

students on standardized tests may be due to factors

inherent in the tests. The test may not be equally valid

for Hawaii and Mainland u.s. students. Criticisms of

students' abilities and the Gducational system in Hawaii may

need to be modified if the tests do not accurately reflect

levels of academic achievement.

History of Achievement and Aptitude Testing

The earliest methods of assessing achievement in

individuals were oral in nature. Examples of early

assessment methods include an objective spelling test
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developed by J. M. Rice in 1897 and Fischer's handwriting

scale in 1864 (Goodenough, 1949). These essay and oral

exams were not reliable measures due to a lack of inter

scorer reliability.

Large-group standardized testing was first utilized by

the army in World War I to identify soldiers who had the

potential for becoming officers. After the war,

standardized testing was adopted in the u.s. as the chief

means by which differences in basic ability and school

achievement were demonstrated (Samuda & Woods, 1982).

In the early 1900's, Alfred Binet developed the first

standardized measure of mental ability which focused on

screening people most likely to benefit from further

education. The tasks that Binet developed were aimed at

normal middle class European children. The test was

modified in the U.S., and Binet's ideas were adapted to

American middle class people. since then, many measures of

mental ability have been developed by notable people such as

Weschler, otis, Terman, and Lennon.

The early 1930's saw a proliferation of statewide

testing programs. criticisms of achievement testing in that

time period led to the cooperative construction of tests by

test technicians, teachers and other curriculum workers

(Haney, 1981).

Achievement tests are the mostly widely administered

type of standardized test given and can sometimes be an
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indication of the extent to which a course of instruction

has been successfully conveyed (Flaugher, 1978). The basic

goal of achievement testing is to determine how much a

person knows about certain topics or how well that person

can perform a certain skill in comparison to others. A test

is often built around a core of educational objectives

common to many different schools. Aptitude tests, intended

to measure the capacity for accomplishment instead of

accomplishment itself, are the second type of widely

administered standardized tests (Nunnally, 1959).

Education and private industry use standardized tests

to identify individuals possessing selected characteristics.

For example, many psychologists believe that intelligence

test~ tap abilities responsible for job success (Cronbach,

1970), and the Scholastic Aptitude Test is a good indicator

for college entrance selection (Reschly, 1981). However,

Aiken (1982) stated that achievement is a better predictor

of school marks than intelligence, due to the assessment of

specific areas of instruction rather than the assessment of

potential.

Through the years, standardized tests of mental ability

have increased in number, and their theoretical and

psychometrical properties have been refined. However,

Gordon and Terrell (1981) feel that the uses for which tests

were developed are outdated; the uses have not changed with
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social and political needs nor with the requirements to

assess those needs. At the turn of the century, it was

necessary to screen people for educational opportunities

because of the limited resources available. In education

today, that type of emphasis is inappropriate when resources

are limited more to the will to allot them rather than their

unavailability.

Concept of Test Bias and Differential Item Functioning

The study of the differences in performance on total

test scores and individual items are discussed in this

section. The concepts, history and findings of what was

termed item bias research and its evolution into the study

of differential item functioning are presented.

The concept of test bias can be thought of as reduced

validity for one group as compared to another, resulting in

prediction or criterion scores which are artificially higher

or lower (Drenth, 1972; O'Leary, Farr & Bartlett, 1970).

Test bias affects all individuals who take a test. Scores

of the higher group may be overestimated; scores of the

lower group, underestimated. When items do not function

equivalently for two groups of examinees, the test may not

be measuring the same trait(s) for the two groups (Lord,

1977a). When aptitude test results are used for predictive

or comparative purposes bias occurs if the test consistently

underestimates the true ability level of a subgroup of

examinees.
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Bias determinations are becoming increasingly more

complicated due to the psychometric and social issues which

now must be considered. Mean differences are simply not a

legitimate standard for identifying bias given what is known

about socioeconomic and other conditions of ethnic

minorities in the u.s.

Bias in the use of test results is intertwined with

social and selection issues (Shepard, 1982). The definition

of bias is rooted not only in the internal validity of the

measure but also in the appropriateness and fairness in

testing for the intended trait across different subgroups.

Differential predictive validity among sUbgroups is

complicated by methodological and social considerations in

the use of the test results.

Cronbach (1970) summarizes the interplay of social and

technical arguments with regards to bias and validity:

We mjght once have jdentjfjed valjdatjon wjth a sjngle quest jon,
what does the jnstrument measure? That quest jon wjll not have an
objectjve unjversal answer. A yet more judgmental quest jon now
takes equal jmportance: And why should that be measured?" (p.
101).

Shepard (1982) separates test bias into two strands: bias in

a test and bias in the way a test is used. Shepard points

out that the issue of bias in test items is different from

bias in total test or subtest scores. She argues that

individual items should not be investigated for bias out of

the context of other items intended to measure a single

construct.
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Bias in Test Usage

Gulliksen (1976) and Flaugher (1978) point to the

notion that a test cannot be considered biased if it is used

to compare an individual to a standard, either identifying

an individual's position in relation to a standard or

determining if a standard has been achieved. However, the

test can be biased in the choice of a standard and how it is

derived.

Another common belief in the study of bias is that a

test can never be biased - it only indicates differences:

biases occur in the way that tests are used by people who

attempt interpretation (Drenth, 1972; Gordon & Terrell,

1981). Much of what is wrong with testing today has to do

with how tests are used to make important decisions about an

individual (Cleary, Humphreys, Kendrick, & Wesman, 1975).

An important issue related to bias and test usage has

been identified by Flaugher (1978) who states that the major

issue impacting upon test bias is the widespread failure to

interpret test scores appropriately, most notably in making

the distinction between aptitude and achievement tests.

Test scores have been used interchangeably as an indication

of past achievement and as an indication of aptitude for

future achievement, two completely different

interpretations. Part of the problem is related to the fact

that current aptitude cannot be measured in isolation from

past achievement.
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The results of the lack of distinction between the

interpretations of the two types of tests have affected the

issues involved in test bias claims. Flaugher (1978) states

that the desirable goal in testing should be to attain

equality of opportunity which many people believe should

lead to equality of results. The effects of reduced

validity due to the failure to make the achievement 

aptitude distinction have sometimes been emotional and have

failed to address social problems that do exist. Low scores

on achievement tests for minority students have led to

accusations of the test being biased instead of demands for

improvement of the educational system. Flaugher (1978) also

states that tests simply provide results and to accept the

discrepancy as test bias is to take attention away from the

goal of equality of opportunity.

Lastly, over interpretation of test results leads to

reduced validity. Current measurement instruments are able

to measure certain aspects of the human behavior spectrum

quite well (e.g., academics). But this is just a narrow

band of worthwhile traits that make up human behavior.

Since other important aspects are not as easily measured,

the areas that are measurable are given more than is

necessary amounts of importance. Test items seem to

determine what is to be jUdged important in school or

society; the roles should be reversed (Drenth, 1972).
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Charges of Bias

Most often the charge of bias has come from minority

groups across the United states stating that the content of

mental ability tests is oriented toward skills acquired in

the "White, middle class structure" (Roberts & DeBlassie,

1983). The standard American intelligence test contains

words and situations and involves skills and information

biased in favor of the more typical American or Canadian

Anglo-Saxon home. "A biased test can only measure one's

degree of knowledge and familiarity with the Anglo-Saxon

culture" (Samuda & Woods, 1982). While test pUblishers

argue that strict measures are employed to eliminate bias

against minority groups, differences in test scores still

exist. The relationship of the differences to test bias,

however, has not been settled.

There is evidence that standard individual and group

intelligence tests were focused, if not culturally loaded,

towards Whites (Dregen & Miller, 1968; Fischman, 1964;

Mercer, 1971; Oakland, 1977). The National Academy of

Science (Newsweek, 1982) reported that tests are not

culturally biased against Blacks as an ethnic group.

Rather, lower scores of minorities are related to

socioeconomic status. Recent findings suggest that tests

may not be biased against ethnic groups but against socio

economic status. Testimony cited by Schultz and Fortune

(1981) from the 1967 Hobson vs. Hanson trial asserted that
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tracking placement as a result of test scores was highly

correlated with parental income. studies using revised

tests of mental ability show results of lessened differences

when socioeconomic status is controlled (Munford & Munoz,

1980) .

The poor learning of children labeled disadvantaged is

probably due more to motivational insufficiencies and

adjustment difficulties than to cognitive insufficiencies

(Scarr, 1981). McClelland (1973), in his study of

competence testing states:

People are not stupid because they are poor or vice versa. They
are "disadvantaged," have not had access to other factors (values,
aspirations, money) that promote a "co77ege going" feeling. The
poor are less frequent in college because they don't have the
money to go or don't want to. The rich may have the advantage in
having access to practice tests (p. 2).

Differential exposure to an urban (as compared to a rural)

environment and socioeconomic status may also be factors

(Harrold-strobe, 1972).

standardized tests have also corne under fire in the

u.s. because of claims that tests do not provide equal

conditions for all examinees. Test constructors assume that

all examinees have an equal opportunity to compete for

positions on a single standard scale. Critics assert that

equal opportunity means guaranteeing equal access to and an

absence of differences in pretest preparations and

conditions (Samuda, 1983; Scarr, 1981). In serious question

is the appropriateness of standardized testing to validly
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assess the functioning of individuals with diverse cultural

and environmental characteristics (Gordon & Terrell, 1981).

The united states is not a homogeneous, middle-class

culture. Homogeneity of a population is an assumption

underlying the valid comparison of scores across individuals

in that population. Predictions from aptitude test results

from one form of a test, given to people in a particular

cUlture, may not have the same degree of validity for people

within the culture who possess different characteristics.

Test performance within a country can be culture bound and

the cultural transferability of test data may be

inappropriate (Drenth, 1972). Negative consequences for

minority and economically disadvantaged groups may result.

Effects of Reduced Validity

Test results hold too much power in the decision making

process; people draw conclusion from test scores which can

damage an individual's self esteem and interfere with

educational motivation (Drenth, 1972). Put another way, the

test itself may cause failure. Other dangers include

classification and labeling of minorities, blocked access of

minorities to higher education, the self fUlfilling prophecy

and wrongful placement in school programs (Irvine & Berry,

1983; Reschly, 1981). Other studies involving minorities

have reached similar conclusions (Garcia, 1981; Reschly,

1981). Aptitude test results are often used to place
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students into homogeneous ability tracks. statistics are

not needed to know that a majority of ethnic minorities will

be placed in sub-normal or vocational tracks (Samuda, 1983).

In a study of placement by test scores, Findley and Bryan

(1974) found that only high ability students gain from

homogeneous tracking; there often are negative results for

slower groups.

Wrongful classification and placement based upon test

scores may have a devastating effect on an individual. Too

many children are relegated by tests and school personnel to

inferior positions in curriculum tracking and in later

occupations by premature decisions about their talents

(Scarr, 1981). Being stigmatized and classified may lead a

student to a perception of being slow, and the student may

fall further behind. Placement in a minimal stimulation

environment (Samuda & Woods, 1982) limits one's capacity or

ability to expand. Scarr (1981) noted that on the average,

children from homes with low levels of intellectual

stimulation will be less responsive to enriched school

environments than those coming from more stimulating homes.

However, all children will be responsive to a more

stimulating environment if one is provided. Harnquist

(1968) and Husen (1969) concluded that some children who

were misclassified and placed into vocational rather than

academic study did not gain intellectually as much as

children of similar early abilities who were sent into
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academic curricula. Kazalunas (1979) noted that perhaps the

most devastating implication of test scores for Black

children is the self-fulfilling prophecy: told they are

incapable of achieving from an early age, Black children are

defeated early. They believe they cannot achieve. In spite

of statements to the contrary, teachers may perceive

students as not stimulated and respond as such. Teachers'

expectations can also work as a self fUlfilling prophecy

(Pidgeon, 1970; Barker-Lunn, 1970; Rist, 1970).

A second use of standardized test scores identified by

Gordon and Terrell (1981) is for the evaluation of

educational programs. If test items are not measuring the

same traits for specified sUbgroups, the inclusion of these

students in an evaluation may misrepresent the true effects

of a program. Misinterpretation of program effects may

occur when comparison groups are used and one group contains

a large number of students from the biased subgroup and one

does not.
Differential Item Functioning

Evolving from "item-bias" approaches, differential item

functioning (DIF) methods focus on the possibility that

different groups of examinees react differently to the same

test question (Holland & Thayer, 1988). These differences

are often worth exploring because insight can be gained

regarding the background and experiences of the different

groups. The terms "differential item functioning" or
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"differential item performance" are preferred over the term

"item bias" since in many situations the label bias does not

accurately reflect the situation (Angoff, 1982; Holland &

Thayer, 1988; Thissen, Steinberg & Wainer, 1988).

A clear case of bias can be identified in the following

analogy identified by Dorans (1986):

DECOY: DUCK: : (A) net:butterfly (B) web:spider (C) lure:fish
(D) lasso:rope (E) detour:shortcut

Knowledge about hunting more commonly possessed by males was

necessary in order to provide a correct response to the

item. The content of the items in a test may be advantageous

to individuals with certain types of background

characteristics and detrimental to those who do not. In

this example, the item would clearly be unfairly biased

against individuals who had no hunting experience; more

likely, females than males.

In another example, the following antonym item was

determined to have differential item functioning between

Blacks and Whites (Lord, 1977a).

INJURE: (A) release
(D) embe 77 ish

(B) refrain
(E) heal

(C) smooth

Unlike the hunting example, no startling insights could be

reached regarding the cause of the differential performance.

without specific evidence it would be difficult to label the

item biased. The factors contributing to the differences

need to be identified before a conclusion about bias can be

made.
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According to Shepard et ale (1984) item-bias or DIF

methods are statistical procedures intended to test whether

items function equivalently in two groups. They address the

basic validity question: Does the test (or individual items

in the test) measure what it purports to measure for both

groups?

Three general approaches have been taken by researchers

to investigate test bias or differential item functioning

(Cole, 1981): (a) predictive validity studies in selection

situations; (b) investigations of external biasing factors

such as the race of the examiner, test-wiseness of

examinees, and speed of administration; and, (c) construct

or content validity studies of the internal structure of the

test. The present study while not necessarily focusing on

determination of bias, used test item-bias techniques which

are contained under the third category.

Many factors may affect differential performance, and

in many instances the factors are not mutually exclusive;

however, subject content, linguistic, and cultural bases

were hypothesized to have the greatest effect and were

investigated in the course of the present study. The

assessment of performance differences in this study is not

concerned with overall mean differences in test scores, but

rather individual item scores so that the sources of the

differences may be identified. The study focused on the
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identification of factors which are responsible for

differential performance and intervention strategies to

remedy the performance differences. The study was not

concerned with labeling the factors as biased due to the

social, political, and philosophical complexities of test

bias. In addition it is unlikely that the findings of this

study will make a difference in the construction of the test

or the usage of the results.

DIF Methods

Linn and Harnisch (1981) point out that studies

exploring the item level factors that result in differential

performance for a sUb-population have been conducted since

at least 1951. The SAT has been analyzed for performance

differences since 1964 (Cardall & Coffman, 1964). Recently

studies investigating SAT DIF have been conducted by Schmitt

(1988), Dorans and Kulick (1986), Bleistein and Wright

(1986) and Schmitt and Bleistein (1987).

Logical or judgmental and statistical methods of

evaluating items have been recommended as two procedures

~hat should be used together to examine possible causes of

differential performance (Shepard, 1982).

Logical or jUdgmental methods are commonly used at the

test development stage. Statistical methods are used to

evaluate differential item functioning at a later stage in

the testing process (Schmitt, 1988). Logical item review is

a worthwhile task; however, it cannot serve as a substitute
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for statistical analysis because of the multidimensional

factors which impact upon individual items.

Problems with Classical Test Theory

Previous methods used to appraise differential item

performance have been hampered by sensitivities to

differences in overall sUb-population ability or differences

in item discrimination. The proportion of correct answers

in a group of examinees is not always a valid measure of

item difficulty because there may be certain subgroups of

examinees who find some items easier than other groups of

examinees (Lord, 1977a). The proportion correct is tied to

levels of ability and will reflect the group that is tested.

In many cases the two groups are not comparable in the

skills required by a test. Thus, the more discriminating

items will produce more differences between two subgroups of

examinees than less discriminating items. Item response

models may be used to control for differences in both sub

population ability and in item discrimination (Dorans &

Kulick, 1986).

Hunter (1975) and Lord (1977b) have demonstrated that

bias techniques based on classical test theory such as p

value differences or point-biserial correlation coefficients

will produce invalid indices of bias in the presence of

group mean differences. Other variables beside item bias

contribute to mean differences (Hunter, 1975).
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Characteristics of Item Response Theory (IRT) Models

The chi-square and latent trait approaches to

identifying differentially performing items deal with the

problem posed by differences in mean ability of the groups

by estimating ability from information provided by the test

as a whole and comparing performance across groups matched

for ability (Ironson, 1982). An important characteristic of

latent trait models (Bock & Wood, 1971) is that it is

possible to estimate an examinee's ability from a subset of

items in the domain of items that have previously been

fitted to a latent trait model. Ability estimation

independent of the particular choice of items represents one

of the major advantages of latent trait models (Hambleton &

Cook, 1977).

The invariance of item parameters used in item

characteristic curve theory across sub-groups of examinees

is an outstanding advantage over classical test theory

(Hambleton & Cook 1977; Lord, 1977b).

While IRT methods are advantageous in detecting

differential item performance, a major disadvantage is the

high computer cost involved when conducting analyses.

Holland and Thayer (1988) explain how the Mantel-Haenszel

(M-H) procedure is a close connection between chi-square and

IRT types of procedures for studying differential item

functioning. An empirical comparison of the IRT likelihood

ratio and the M-H chi square found no significant
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differences in detecting differential item functioning

(Thissen, steinberg, & Wainer, 1988).

Chi-square techniques can be viewed as a practical

variation of the item characteristic curve (ICC) procedure

(Ironson, 1982) at one-tenth the cost of ICC procedures.

The ability scale is divided into discrete units and the

ability curve is replaced by estimates of a few points.

Performance differences between groups is determined by the

sum of the performance within each ability category.

According to item response theoretic procedures:

A test item is unbiased if all individuals having the same
underlying ability have equal probability of getting the item
correct, regardless of subgroup membership (Pine, 1977).

Non-IRT procedures based on chi-square approximations which

relate to the above definition have been proposed by

Scheuneman (1979) and Shepard, Camilli, and Averill (1981).

According to their procedures, an item is defined as having

differential functioning if individuals from different

populations who have the same total score on the test have

dissimilar probabilities of responding correctly to that

item. This approach is an approximation to item response

theory in that the total test score, rather than ability, is

used (Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1985).

Dorans and Kulick (1986) note that a lack of unexpected

item differential performance implies that there are no

differences in conditional item performance across subgroups
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when differences on one variable have been controlled for

prior to making comparisons. In this case, the variable can

be identified as the total test score. Differential

performance emphasizes differences between candidates of

equal ability, among whom one would not expect to find any

differences. This is an improvement over classical testing

methods which focus on observed differences in item

performance or impact between groups of varying ability

(Dorans, 1986; Holland & Thayer, 1986).

While the use of the total test score is not the most

perfect matching criterion it is commonly utilized. As

summarized by O'Neill and McPeek (1989), the total test

score is used for matching because 1) the test is a reliable

and valid measure administered under standard conditions; 2)

the test measures the same ability as the items in it; and

3) the total test scores are readily available.

A posteriori analyses including distractor (foils)

analysis on the items found to be performing differentially

are sometimes used to further evaluate the item

characteristics influencing responses. This is necessary

because the right-wrong analyses may sometimes find DIF but

be unsuccessful in identifying the characteristics that

cause the differential performance.
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Factors Contributing To DIF

There are a number of factors which have been shown to

be related to differential item performance on the

Scholastic Aptitude Test across different groups of

examinees. Most studies have focused on Black-White

differences (Hackett, Holland, Pearlman, & Thayer, 1987;

Freedle & Kostin, 1987; Lord, 1977b). Other studies have

concentrated on differences between whites and Orientals

(Wright, 1983), Whites and Hispanics (Schmitt, 1985) and

male-female differences (Dorans & KUlick, 1983; Lawrence,

Curley, & McHale, 1988).

The previously cited studies have concluded that the

differential performance can be attributed to factors linked

to the content of the items. The factors identified include

the presence of technical (as opposed to philosophical) and

science material, abstractness of the individual terms or

relations, declarative knowledge base (vocabulary and

general knowledge), language sJcills and semantic

relationships (e.g., class inclusion, part-whole,

cause/purpose).

Identifying the factors responsible for the

differential performance on items provides insight regarding

the validity of the SAT for subgroups of examinees. Should

factors other than those which the item was intended to

measure be operating in generating a response, the test
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would have reduced validity for certain subgroups in

predicting aptitude.

Test pUblishers have recently been employing procedures

designed to eliminate references or language in items which

are stereotypical or objectionable to any subset of the

population (Hunter & Slaughter, 1980) or may favor one group

over another (Freedle & Kostin, 1987). Yet, differential

performance on Scholastic Aptitude Test items still exists.

Due to the more stringent screening procedures the items

which are overtly culturally or environmentally biased are

most commonly eliminated. However, when differences in item

performance appear, the search for the sources of the

difference focuses on subtle content irregularities in the

items.

Semantics

The relationship between the words in the stem of an

analogy item are hypothesized to be a possible source of

diffarential item functioning. A number of semantic

relationship taxonomies that classify these associations

have been developed (Chaffin & Pierce, 1986; Freedle &

Gitomer, 1985). Many of the following studies have used

these taxonomies to classify items for analyses on DIF.

Schmitt (1988) examined differential item functioning

between White and Hispanic examinees. True cognates or

words with a common root in English and Spanish helped

Hispanics' performance. However, false cognates (words
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that appear to be cognates but have different meanings in

both languages) and homographs (words spelled alike but

having different meanings in English) were more difficult

for Hispanic examinees. These results parallel similar

findings of Alderman and Holland (1981) and Breland,

stocking, Pinchak, and Abrams (1976).

In a related study of differential item functioning

among White and Blacks, Schmitt and Bleistein (1987) found

that homographs contributed to DIF on analogy items. other

factors identified included: word abstractness and semantic

relationships--class inclusion and part-whole relationships

had the most consistent negative DIF, while similar and

attribute relationships had the most positive DIF. A

negative DIF valued indicates that an item was

differentially more difficult for the focal group, while a

positive value reflects an item which was easier for the

focal group.

Some of the factors contributing to DIF in the Schmitt

and Bleistein (1987) study were also found in other studies

(Freedle, Kostin, & Schwartz, 1987). Part/whole

relationships and were also identified to be differentially

more difficult for Blacks than for Whites.

Environmental Factors

Differences in environmental experience have been

described by Williams (1971), Kirk and Goon (1975) and
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others. "Environment" for the purposes of this study will

be delimited to the physical features of a geographic region

(e.g., island-ocean, fir trees-snow). Questions containing

environmentally relevant content load the questions in favor

of students who are exposed to the environment versus

students who are only able to gain the experience through

reading, television, or some other media. In the following

question:

Caterpjllars spjn ,-~~__~ for themselves jn the fall.
A) webs B) around C) moths 0) cocoons E) butterfljes

one has to have trees to have butterflies. Further many

urban children equate caterpillars with earth movers for

urban renewal, and these caterpillars spin around (Sullivan,

1973).

In another example, Schmitt & Bleistein (1987) found

that white students performed differentially worse on the

following item and the cause might be related to the term

"dashiki" which represents an African type of garment. If

examinees do not know the meaning of a word in the stem,

they may not be able to make the analogical connection that

is required to answer the item.

OASHIKI:GARMENT:: A) ljck:hand
0) foot:shoe

B) hat:coat C) cotton:summer
E) plate:table

In a related study, Schmitt (1988) found the following

item to be differentially more difficult for Hispanics,

particularly Puerto Rican examinees, as compared to Whites

because of regional differences in exposure to the terms.



STEAM:GEYSER:: A) power:generator
C) coal:mine D) lava:volcano

cultural Factors

8) atoms:reactor
E) rock:quarry
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Historically, the observed differences in mental

ability across ethnic groups were explained by inherited

genetic deficits. This view has been rejected by a number

of psychologists and educators in unequivocal terms (Labov,

1971; Reschly, 1981; Scarr, 1981; Williams, 1971). Cross

cultural testing studies in Africa (Irvine, 1983), India

(Sinha, 1983), the South Pacific (st. George, 1983) and the

United Kingdom (Raven, 1983) have revealed that biases in

tests across cultures do exist. However, the evidence as to

the causes of the biases is not as conclusive.

Recently, in a study of OIF on the verbal section of

the SAT~ Schmitt (1988) found that items with content of

special interest to Hispanics seemed to help Hispanics'

performance. Similarly, Hackett et al. (1987) concluded

that some types of subject matter are more sensitive to

Blacks than Whites, and grammatical construction seemed to

favor Whites.

Cultural values and levels of motivation (Gitmez, 1972;

Inkeles, 1968; Richman & Millar, 1984; Roth, 1984) are

reflected in differential test scores unrelated to mental

ability. In the question:

It is ~~ to be generous with other people's property.
A) desirable B) right C) good D) important E) easy
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many Black children learn early not to "mess" with anybody

else's property; thus there is the strong possibility that

none of these words would be appropriate to them (Sullivan,

1973) .

Hunter and Schmidt (1976), found differences in value

and need-for-achievement patterns between Asian Americans

and Whites which were related to education, adjustment

patterns and parental pressure. Differences in the

perception of the value of schooling will no doubt have an

effect on testing. Among some ethnic groups the whole

business of taking tests and schooling is not relevant to

their lives as they perceive them (Kazalunas, 1979; Olmedo,

1981) .

In a study of the Cook Islands, Beaglehole (1957)

attributed lower mean performances of South Pacific

Islanders on culture-free tests to cUltural-experiential

factors. So called "culture-free" tests are not

independent of cultural factors; Raven's matrices require

reading from left to right and high to low. Mundy-Castle

(1983) in his study of Nigerians found that western concepts

are valid and etics (culture free) exist but "not enough."

Segal (1983) concluded that performance differences across

cultures are related to one or more cultural factors which

exist to some degree. Tests fail to diagnose a minority

student's potential unless the educational process and

content of the test are based directly upon the student's
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life and learning style. Middle class Americans take for

granted the paraphernalia and rituals of objective

standardized assessment (Samuda & Woods, 1982). The

familiarity with the test taking environment (multiple

choice, understanding of directions, sample questions) and

perceived relevance to a person differs across cultures.

Freedle and Kostin (1987) found that Blacks performed

less well than Whites on a first set of analogy items but no

differently on a second set. They offer a possible

explanation that Blacks have less previous experience with

this kind of item as compared to White examinees. Thus the

first set of analogies served as practice and "made up" for

the initial lack of experience possibly explaining the lack

of significant difference in performance on the second set

of analogies. When familiarity with test material is

controlled, previously observed differences among cultures

may diminish or disappear (Irvine & Carroll, 1980).

Linguistic Factors

A major source of concern in the investigation of test

bias relates to the Standard English dialect. in which the

test is written and the test's ability to accurately assess

the achievement of individuals who do not speak that dialect

(Bartel, Grill, & Bryan, 1973; Grill, 1973; Matluck & Mace,

1973). According to Wolfram and Christian (1979), standard

American English is a composite of the real spoken language
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of the educated middle-class. They go on to note that if

ability and achievement are tested through the medium of

Standard American English then it is not surprising that

students who enter school already speaking it tend to fare

better than those who use a different dialect. The

previously cited study by Schmitt (1988) found that Hispanic

examinees performed better on items which contained true

cognates as compared to false cognates. Olmedo (1981)

concluded that linguistic factors are potent determinants of

performance on many standardized tests and, consequently, of

the extent of access to these educational opportunities.

Roberts and DeBlassie (1983) identified bias in the use

of negative language structures, for example, in the

statement "mark the thing -+-nat is not." Bias arises from

the differing use of negatives in the Black dialect as

compared to standard English. In a study of foils on tests

of Standard American English, Williams and Lloyd (1982)

found that there was a tendency for Black students to choose

foils incorrect in Standard English but appropriate in Black

English structures. Valencia and Rankin (1985) found that

observed differences in validity coefficients of

intelligence tests were associated with language status.

Bias due to differing language structures may exist for

students in Hawaii where a creole dialect of English is

commonly used. This "pidgin English ll dialect has been

identified as a problem by public school teachers
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(ciborowski, 1980). It is presumed by some that Hawaii

students tend to score lower on standardized verbal tests

than u.s. Mainland norms because of the influence of the

Hawaii creole dialect (Masuda, Leton, & Furlong, 1985).

Ciborowski and Choy (1974), in a study of the effect of free

recall in school children proficient in either English or

pidgin, found that by changing the stimuli and hence context

of a testing situation, or by moving away from a

standardized test, students displayed particular skills in

which they were allegedly deficient. Similar results were

obtained by Kazalunas (1979) who used non-standard

instructions on an intelligence test and found that Black

children performed significantly better on the non-standard

tests than on the standard version. The following is an

example-of standard and non-standard instructions used on

the test:

mark the toy that is
behind the sofa

mark the toy that is
in back of the couch

The major consequence when testing in a second dialect

is that the diagnostic value of obtained scores may be

greatly diminished for individual children who use a

nonstandard dialect, even infrequently (Grill & Bartel,

1977). When the purpose of testing is one of assessing

basic ability to learn, language factors should not

interfere with performance (Olmedo, 1981).
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A number of studies investigating DIF attribute the

differential performance to language factors, For example,

Wright (1983) in a study of oriental and White examinees for

whom English was not the best language, concluded that, for

Oriental examinees, differential item performance is in

large measure a function of language skills. The results,

which provide support for the hypothesis generated by Kulick

and Dorans (1983), also noted that Orientals for whom

English was not their best language were in general at a

disadvantage relative to other groups studied. Knowledge of

any language rooted in Latin probably gave examinees who

were White and for whom English was not their best language

a marked advantage in terms of item performance over

Orientals for whom English was not the best language.

Black examinees perform differentially more poorly on

the easy items because these items include words which are

used by middle-class Whites in everyday conversation at home

and with friends and are more susceptible to cultural

influences (Freedle & Kostin, 1987). In contrast, the words

contained in difficult analogy items are not used in

everyday life and are related to "textbook" definitions.

Another explanation relates to the norming group being

composed primarily of White respondents. Items identified

as "easy" for a White norming group will not necessarily be

as easy for Black examinees who might not have had similar

amounts of exposure to these same words in their culture.
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Wright (1983) and Kulick and Dorans (1983) conclude

that items covering verbal skills which a subgroup has not

mastered appeared unduly difficult for them. "Verbally

loaded" items had the most differential performance as

compared to "pure" mathematics items.

other Factors

A number of possible factors beside semantic,

linguistic, cultural and environmental have been identified

as contributing to differential performance on items. Some

relate to the characteristics of the test itself while

others are external to the test instrument.

The position of an item in the verbal section of the

SAT was found to differentially affect performance of Black

and White examinees (Schmitt & Bleistein, 1987). The first

five items, while generally easier for both groups,

accounted for the most DIF in the analogy section. The

items are listed in order of difficulty; thus, harder items

do not differentiate as much because a large number of the

examinees do not respond to the question correctly.

Freedle, Kostin and Schwartz (1987) confirmed the hypothesis

that item position had the strongest relationship to DIF

value. The results indicated that the easy items in the

lower positions tend to have negative DIF values or be

easier for the focal group, while the harder items in higher

positions tend to have positive DIF values or be easier for

the reference group.
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Another possible factor according to Lawrence, et ale

(1988), involves reading comprehension items associated with

passages containing technical (as opposed to historical or

philosophical) material. Science material was generally

more difficult for female examinees. similar results were

also found on sentence completion items. Items containing

human relationship sUbject-matter were found to be easier

for White as compared to Black examinees.

Item flaws were identified as another source of

differential performance (Scheuneman & Steinhaus, 1987). If

an unintended relationship between the terms of the stem can

be perceived by some examinees which can then be matched

with one of the options intended to be a distractor, the

item will be more difficult than would be the case without

this flaw.

Heller and Pellegrino (1978) investigated

distractibility or the tendency to be drawn away from a

correct identification of a relationship by a plausible

distractor. Not surprisingly, lower ability students were

more prone to this type of error. Distractor analyses

conducted by Schmitt and Bleistein (1987) found that a

higher percentage of Whites as compared to Black examinees

omit items which contain unfamiliar vocabulary. Such an

occurrence makes it clear that if vocabulary knowledge

peculiar to one subgroup is required to solve analogy items,
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analogical reasoning skills might not be the main construct

tested for that sUbgroup.

The Present study

In the present study, the possibility of differential

item functioning between Hawaii and Mainland u.s. students

on the items on the verbal subtest of the SAT was examined.

The Mantel-Haenszel procedure described by Holland and

Thayer (1988) was used to determine the degree of

differential functioning. An item was defined as performing

differentially (DIF) if individuals from Hawaii and the

Mainland u.s. have different probabilities of responding

correctly to an item after being matched for level of

scholastic verbal aptitude. Post-hoc sUbjective analyses of

the item content were conducted to determine if systematic

factors are responsible for the differential performance.

The items containing factors identified as causing the

differential performance were modified to eliminate the

factors. The items were then administered to a sample of

high school students to determine the effect that the

identified factors have on student performance.

The problem can be addressed in terms of the following

questions:

1. Are there any items on the verbal or mathematics

subtests of the SAT in which there is differential

functioning between Hawaii and Mainland u.S. students?
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2. Is the differential functioning related to the

limited environmental experiences faced by students

being isolated from the Mainland U.S.?

3. Does the replacement of words or phrases

(culturally, environmentally, linguistically) in the

items identified by the DIF analyses affect the

scholastic verbal aptitude levels of students on the

SAT?

The study was not concerned with associating the term

"bias" with the factors found to be responsible for the

differential performance. A number of studies in recent

years have concluded that items with certain types of

content characteristics are biased against specific

subgroups of examinees. While the College Board

acknowledges the issue and has taken steps to alleviate the

situation, the condition continues to exist, and it is

unlikely that any findings from the present study will

change the current situation. Also, complex social and

technical issues complicate the definition and usefulness of

the concept of bias.

Although the structure of the test is undergoing

change, the uses of the SAT scores are not likely to change

in the near future. The present study focuses on

identifying the problem areas that Hawaii examinees face

when taking the SAT. The difficulties may be related to

general knowledge, application or processing skills. The
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information gained can then be used to address the specific

areas and provide a basis from which steps can be taken in

the educational system to alleviate the problem areas.

Rather than complain about the biases which the SAT may have

against Hawaii students the study shifts attention to the

improvement of the academic and test taking skill areas in

which students show low performance.

Implications

The study is important for a number of reasons. This

study will be one of the first studies in Hawaii to

determine if systematic factors are contributing to the low

scores obtained by students on the SAT. Second, the

analyses conducted in the study may identify the bases of

the differential responding whether due to culture, the

creole (pidgin) dialect, limited environmental experiences

attributed to being geographically apart from the Mainland

U.S., or a combination of factors. Third, the results will

provide the Hawaii Department of Education data related to

possible reasons for the low scores and promote development

of intervention strategies to alleviate the low performance

areas.
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CHAPTER 2

METHODOLOGY

This chapter on methodology is divided into two major

sections: (a) the first study dealing with the determination

of DIF between Hawaii and Mainland u.s. students using the

national sample of students from the November 1988

administration of the SAT; and, (b) the second study

utilizing an experimental treatment which attempted to

reduce the DIF found in study 1. The sample,

instrumentation, and procedures used in each study are

described. For the purposes of this study the term

"scholastic verbal aptitude" will be used to describe the

construct which the verbal subtest of the SAT represents.

Because of the extensive use of the test and studies

(Turnbull, 1985; Sue & Abe, 1988) concluding that the test

does predict college success, the term is being used in a

narrow context of being related to future college

performance.

Study 1: Determination of DIF

Sample

The participants used in Study 1, dealing with the

determination of DIF between Hawaii and Mainland u.S.

students, were a randomly selected sample of 114,029 college

bound seniors who were administered the Scholastic Aptitude
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Test (SAT) nationwide in November 1988. The sample,

according to the College Board (1988), is identified as

being representative of all of the students taking the SAT

nationwide.

A data tape containing the item level responses for

each examinee was obtained from the College Board Admissions

Testing Program. The tape contained 494 students who were

identified as Hawaii high school seniors and 113,535 other

students. The Hawaii sample accounted for .4% of the

randomly selected students.

During the 1988-89 school year, 6,907 students from the

State of Hawaii were administered the SAT. The Hawaii

students made up approximately .6% of the 1,032,685 students

who were administered the test nationwide.

Table 4. Numbers of Students Administered the
SAT in 1988-89.

Group

All Students

Study Sample

Instrumentation

Hawaii

6,907

494

Mainland u.s.

1,032,685

113,535

The Scholastic Aptitude Test is administered annually

to over one million students nationwide. The SAT consists

of verbal and mathematics subtests with a total of 170
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items. The present study focused on the verbal subtest

consisting of 85 items divided into two sections of 40 and

45 items. Four types of items are contained on the verbal

test and found in each section. The verbal test consists of

25 antonym items, 15 sentence-completion items, 25 reading

comprehension items and 20 analogy items.

In the first verbal section there are 15 antonym items

followed by 10 sentence completion items, 10 reading

comprehension items and 10 analogy items. In section two

the 10 antonym items are followed by 5 sentence completion

items, 10 analogy items and 15 reading comprehension items.

within each item type and section the earlier items are the

least difficult and the latter items the most difficult.

Performance on the SAT is reported on the standard

College Board SAT scale (200 to 800) with 61 possible SAT

scores at ten-point increments (200, 210,220, .... 800).

The SAT scaled score is derived from a corresponding raw

score obtained by sUbtracting the number answered

incorrectly divided by four from the total number answered

correctly. Items not attempted are not included in the raw

score computation. The raw score in each section is rounded

to the nearest whole number.

Procedures

The data were obtained on magnetic tape from the

College Board. State of Hawaii examinees comprised the

focal group, and Mainland u.S. examinees made up the
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reference group. According to Dorans and Kulick (1986), in

studies of DIF, the reference group is used to estimate the

conditional probability of successful item performance at

each given score leval. The larger group is usually

selected. Greater numbers provide the most stable estimates

of the conditional probabilities across the entire scaled

score range.

The responses for each examinee on individual items

were scored in two ways, the DIF and item characteristics

analysis. The items on the test were binarily scored

(right/wrong) and matched according to scholastic verbal

aptitude, which was the total formula score on the verbal

subtest. The items were also placed into various

characteristic categories in the attempt to find causes for

the differential performance. The DIF values were regressed

on the item characteristics and tested for statistically

significant effects.

Analysis of the Data

The Mantel-Haenszel procedure (Holland & Thayer, 1988)

was used to detect test items which were functioning

differentially between the Hawaii and Mainland u.s.

examinees. The procedure is a noniterative contingency

table method for estimating and testing a common two-factor

association parameter in a 2 x 2 x K table. This matched

group comparison procedure, originally developed by Mantel
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and Haenszel (1959), is one of the two most commonly used in

DIF studies at ETS and was recommended by Howard Wainer

(1989), a principal research scientist at ETS.

In the Mantel-Haenszel procedure, a weighting function

was used to reflect the number of examinees at each of the

61 SAT score levels. Differences in item performance

between the group members at each score level were weighted

and then summed across score levels to obtain a common-odds

ratio depicting the direction and degree of differential

performance. The resulting common-odds ratio yielded values

less than 1 to 0 which denotes DIF against the focal group

and values greater than 1 where the DIF was against the

reference group. A value of 1 indicated no DIF.

A log transformation of the common-odds ratio obtained

from the Mantel-Haenszel procedure was also conducted. As

described by Holland and Thayer (1988) the transformation

results in a delta value which provides an estimate of the

DIF effect size on a symmetric scale. A value of 0

represents the absence of DIF on an item; negative values

indicate that focal group members performed less well than

reference group members, and positive values indicate the

opposite.

Because the DIF procedure matches students on

scholastic verbal aptitude, DIF values identify differences

in performance across ability levels.
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General Item Characteristics

Following the procedures of previous DIF studies

(Bleistein & wright, 1986: Dorans & Kulick, 1986: Freedle &

Kostin, 1987: Schmitt & Bleistein, 1987), the items were

examined for possible explanatory factors that could be

correlated with the resulting DIF values. The procedure

involved analyzing and classifying the items according to a

number of characteristics.

The item ratings were conducted by five individuals who

are familiar with the types of words used in the test and

work in educational settings on a daily basis. The five

individuals were trained on rating the items using

techniques identified in previous DIF studies (Freedle &

Kostin, 1987; Lawrence, Curley & McHale, 1988). Four of the

raters were secondary-level language arts teachers and the

fifth was a speech-language specialist. The training

consisted of an in-depth description of each of the

characteristics on which the items were to be rated.

Examples of each classification were discussed, and practice

items were presented. The raters individually classified

the items then discussed the classifications in a group.

Differences in classifications were decided through

consensus.

Three characteristics were consistent across all of the

85 items in the verbal subtest:

1. Subject Matter Content: SUbject matter content
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specifications were the most closely scrutinized factor due

to the hypothesis that geographic isolation was a

contributing factor in DIF. Four content specifications

identified by Schmitt and Bleistein (1987) were utilized in

addition to environment and culture. A description of each

follows:

(a) Aesthetics or Philosophy - item content referencing

art, literature, drama, music, religion and other

related subjects.

(b) World of practical affairs - item content related

to economics, politics, sports and other related

sUbjects.

(c) Science - items containing biology, applied

science, agriculture, medicine and other related

sUbjects.

(d) Human relationships - item content containing

emotions, family, character analysis, psychology, etc.

(e) Environment - item content relating to objects or

situations not commonly faced by individuals living on

an island.

(f) Culture - item content containing interests,

values, practices, etc., common to a specific group of

individuals.

2. Position within the section: Similar item types within

each of the sections of the verbal subtest were rated
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according to the item's relative position within each

section.

3. Word Abstractness: Three classification levels were used

to evaluate the degree of abstractness. The classifications

are described as:

(a) Concrete - the word or words in the stem represent

entities which are observable or exist in reality.

(e.g., irrigate, student:dormitory).

(b) Mixed - the word or words in the stem are a

combination of concrete and abstract entities. (e.g.,

martyr: self-sacrifice) .

(c) Abstract - the word or words in the stem represent

intangible entities. (e.g., esoteric, oblivious).

Characteristics Unique To Each Item Type

Item characteristics identified in previous studies as

being related to DIF were utilized in this study. In many

instances the characteristics examined were identified

through visual observation or statistical analyses rather

than having a theoretical basis.

The antonym items were rated on three additional

characteristics specific to the nature of the items. The

stem word in each item was rated according to the nature of

the word. The classifications used were;

1) positive (e.g., bountiful, finesse).

2) negative (e.g., defective, illicit), and

3) neutral (e.g., proximity, irrigate).
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The antonym sterns were also rated as possibly

pertaining to a personality characteristic. Words such as

garrulous, finesse and dauntless were rated as personality

characteristics. Lastly, the antonym items were classified

according to the part of speech in which the key word

belonged. The categories were:

1) Verb

2) Adjective/Adverb

3) Noun

The sentence completion items were rated on whether

outside knowledge about the content of the sentence would

have been advantageous to the examinee. In some instances,

knowledge about the sUbject or event contained in the

sentence could produce a correct response without the test

taker having to read the entire sentence. The

characteristic was binarily coded. A second rating

characteristic specific to the sentence completion items was

a designation of the number of blanks in the item.

The reading comprehension items were classified

according to the length of the corresponding passage. Short

passages were defined as containing fewer than 175 words,

medium length consisted of 175 to 275 words and long

passages contained more than 275 words. The items were also

parated according to the type of information requested. The

four classifications were:
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1) Main idea

2) Explicit statement

3) Inference

4) Application

The analogy items were rated for three additional

characteristics:

1. Homographs. Each item was classified according to

the presence of homographs. Homographs are

operationally defined as words which are spelled alike

but have different meanings in English. An example of

a homograph is the word bear which could mean the

(animal) noun or the verb, to support or endure.

2. vertical Relationships. Vertical relationships or

vertical-word associations are non-analogical answering

strategies which occur when an association is found

between one of the words in the stern and one of the

words in the key. As described by Schmitt and

Bleistein (1987) an analogy item is composed of S:T ::

O:P where S:T is the stem and O:P is any of the five

options. In the example:

PHYSICIAN:PATIENT ::
(8) guard:warden
(D) attorney:7awyer

(A) nurse:hospita7
(C) informer:agent
(E) accountant:c7ient

the desired relationship in this item is one of subject

to recipient, but the non-analogical vertical type of

relationship is a medical one making response "All an

attractive distractor.
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3. semantic Relationships. The nature of the

relationship between the words in the stem of analogy

items usually needs to be identified in order to

correctly select the option with the same relationship

(Schmitt & Bleistein, 1987). The semantic relationship

taxonomy developed by Chaffin and Peirce (1986) was

used.

(a) Class Inclusion: one word names a class that

includes the entity named by the other word. Example:

f7ower:tulip.

(b) Part-Whole: one word names a part of the entity

named by the other word or something that can never be

part of the entity named by the other word. Example:

tree:forest.

(c) Similar: one word represents a different degree or

form of the object, action, or quality represented by

the other word. Example: breeze: ga1e.

(d) Attribute: one word names a characteristic,

quality, property, or action of the entity named by the

other word. Example: glass:fragile.

(e) Contrast: one word names an opposite or

incompatible characteristic of the entity named by the

other word. Example: default :payment.

(f) Non-Attribute: one word names a quality, property,

or action that is characteristically not an attribute
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of the entity named by the other word. Example:

famine:plenitude.

(g) Case Relation: one word names an action, which the

entity named by the other word is usually involved in;

or both words name entities that are normally involved

in the same action in different ways (e.g., as agent,

object, recipient or instrument of the action).

Example: doctor:patient.

(h) Cause/Purpose: one word represents the cause,

purpose or goal of the entity named by the other word,

or the purpose or goal of using the entity named by the

other word. Example: joke: laughter.

(i) Space/Time: one word names a thing or action that

is associated with a particular location or time named

by the other word. Example: belt:waist.

(j) Representation: one word names something that is an

expression or representation of, or a plan or design

for, or provides information about, the entity named by

the other word. Example: person:portrait.

The items were assigned a value of "1" if the content

of the item could be classified into a category or a value

of "0" if the item could not. Item characteristics such as

sUbject content with more than two possible classification

levels were categorically coded. A multiple regression

analysis between the DIF values and the item characteristic
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variables was conducted to determine the extent to which

each characteristic accounted for the DIF values.

study 2. Experimental Treatment Addressing DIF

study 2 potentially involved the administration of

items rewritten to reduce cultural, environmental or other

factors contributing to the differential performance that

were identified by the DIF analyses in study 1. The purpose

was to determine if Hawaii students' performance would

improve on items without the cultural, environmental or

ether factors present

The original procedure called for the items found to be

performing differentially to be rewritten to reduce the

effects of factors (CUltural, environmental, linguistic,

etc.) thought to be related the DIF. It was hypothesized

that items containing cultural or environmental phrases

would be exhibiting DIF. However, the only item

characteristic found to be accounting for the DIF dealt with

item type; thus, the items did not need to be rewritten.

Since the analysis of the 1988 SAT data identified

noticeable DIF on only antonym item types, and more

specifically the earlier items in each section, the

treatment focused on antonym strategies and making students

aware of their low performance on the easier items.
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Sample

Thirty-seven Hawaii students from two pUblic high

schools participated in study 2. The schools were selected

for their small, but stable, number of students being

administered the test each year and the school

administrator's willingness to allow the stUdy to be

conducted in the school.

The Hawaii sample of students from the 1988 testing

with SAT-V scores matched to the means of the two pUblic

high schools was used as the control or comparison group.

Practical and logistical constraints prevented the use of a

control group of students who would have been representative

of the statewide population. The greatest constraint was

the lack of information related to the scholastic verbal

aptitude levels of individual students without recent

testing. Matching the SAT-V means of schools with small

numbers of SAT examinees with a comparable range of controls

from the 1988 testing allowed for appropriate comparisons.

Procedure

A one-hour training session was developed to address

the low performance of the Hawaii students on the antonym

items. The treatment focused on the antonym items because

the results from StUdy 1 identified antonyms, as a

characteristic, to be eXhibiting one of the higher levels of

DIF against Hawaii examinees as compared to other item
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characteristics. Also the perceived causes of the

differential perform&nce were hypothesized to be correctable

with a nominal amount of treatment time.

The DIF finding was verified by the difference in the

mean raw scores for the antonyms as compared to the other

item types. Also the pattern of DIF among the antonym items

pointed towards the low performance being possibly due to

unfamiliarity with the item format or a lack of time being

spent on the earlier items rather than the student's

vocabulary knowledge.

The treatment was designed with the goal of maximizing

the scores in the shortest amount of time. Treatment

sessions in excess of one hour would have needed to be held

after school hours. More than 80% of the students would not

have attended the sessions if they were held after the

normal school hours. This conclusion was based upon a hand

count of students in the treatment who had attended SAT

study sessions administered by the school.

The treatment procedures focusing on the early antonym

items were based upon two hypotheses responsible for the

DIF. The large, negative DIF on the early items in the

antonym sections were attributed to the "unfamiliarity

effect" where the respondents are unfamiliar with the

testing format and use the first few items to "get used to"

the format. Since DIF was present on only the early

antonym items, which were located at the beginning of each
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of the 2 sections of the verbal subtest, it was hypothesized

that the students were anxious to move on to other parts in

each section and thus did not spend enough time or put

adequate amounts of concentration on the earlier items which

contain less difficult words. Since the Hawaii students had

positive DIF on the latter, more difficult items, logic

implies that Hawaii students should have been able to

respond to the earlier items correctly since they were able

to perform better than the Mainland students on the more

difficult items. Since the early items contained more

readily recognizable words, the Hawaii respondents may have

rushed in selecting a response which was not the most nearly

opposite or correct response.

The methods utilized in the training session were based

on the premise of the unfamiliarity effect and a lack of

adequate time spent on cognitively processing the words and

evaluating the possible responses on the early items. The

I-hour session involved the following:

1) lo-item pretest

2) Overview of the SAT and focusing on antonyms

3) Techniques in answering antonym items

4) Practice items

5) I5-item posttest

The items for the pre- and posttests were taken from

the November 1988 version of the SAT. The same items were
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used to allow for a comparison of response patterns between

the treatment students and the original sample. It is

unlikely that the treatment students would have been exposed

to the items beforehand since the currently available study

guides do not contain that version of the test. The pretest

consisted of the ten antonym items from the second section

of the 1988 SAT verbal subtest. The posttest used the 15

items from section 1 of the test. The students were

instructed to pretend that they were in the actual testing

situation, with no talking and a time limit for each section

equivalent to 30 seconds for each item.

The goals of the overview section of the treatment were

to make students aware of the possible reasons for Hawaii

students' low scores, explain the procedure used to identify

areas which showed DIF, and call students' attention to the

DIF associated with the early items in each antonym section.

The students were given a brief explanation of how the

study was conducted and the procedure used for identifying

DIF. A table depicting the DIF values for the antonym items

was displayed to show that Hawaii students are doing less

well than Mainland students on the easy antonym items and

better on the more difficult items. In the attempt to

appeal to the pride of the students, a statement was made

alluding to the fact that Hawaii's students are not

intellectually inferior to the Mainland u.S. students in

spite of what is stated in the media. The fact that
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Hawaii's students do better than the Mainland students on

the more difficult items indicate that the amount of

knowledge possessed by Hawaii's students is equal to or

greater than the Mainland students. Logic would seem to

point to the differential performance on the earlier items

being due to something such as carelessness rather than

knowledge.

The SAT scoring formula (Appendix A) was also presented

to show how each additional question answered correctly

would raise a score by 10 points. The issue of the process

of elimination and guessing in relation to the structure of

the scoring SAT score was discussed. The students were

basically told that by using the techniques for approaching

the antonym items, the probability for responding to an item

correctly increases as the number of inccrrect responses

eliminated increases.

In order to address the hypothesized unfamiliarity with

the item format, techniques for answering antonym items were

reviewed. The techniques were taken from the Princeton

Review (Robinson & Katzman, 1991), Peterson's Panic Plan for

the SAT (Carris, Crystal, & McQuade, 1990) and 10 SATs

(College Entrance Examination Board, 1988). A copy of the

outline given to the students can be found in Appendix A.

The students were first reminded that the correct response

requires the selection of the most opposite choice. Few
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words have exact opposites so the best answer is selected.

Examples of each technique were presented and explained in

depth. Brief descriptions of the techniques are presented

below.

1. Antonyms will frequently contain attractive choices

which may be related to the word in capital letters but are

not the correct response. Example AMBULATORY: Hospital,

FERMENTING: Dissolving.

2. The items should be grouped into three parts

according to the order of presentation with the first third

containing "easy" items, the second third containing "medium

difficulty" items and the last third the "difficult" items.

3. On the "easy" items the students were instructed to

go with the first definition of a word that comes to mind.

More importantly response choices which appear to be much

more difficult than the other choices are, in most

instances, included to be distracters and not likely to be

the correct response. Examples included responses such as

felicitous, intransigent and effervescent.

4. The greatest number of techniques were applied to

the middle third or the medium-difficulty items. Simple

words such as distant or depress will most often not be used

with the definition that first comes to mind. The word

distant is most often associated as a physical measure of

relating to physical objects, but the use in the sample item

related to an emotional sense such as a "distant
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relationship." Similarly the word d~ress is mostly commonly

used in the context of an emotional feeling but was used in

the medium-difficulty item to describe a physical act such

as depressing a button.

Another technique involved the connotation in which a

word is used. If the word presented is negatively stated

(e.g., dearth) then the correct response would need to be

positively stated. The students were instructed to

eliminate all possible responses that were stated in the

same connotation as the word presented.

The students were also instructed to try to use the

presented word in a sentence or short phrase when the

dictionary meaning of the word was not known. Use in a

sentence might provide a clue to possible opposites.

Lastly the middle items contain words which are more

unusual than difficult. If the root of a word could be

identified then possible opposites could be evaluated. For

example in the word sluggard the root slug can be related to a

slow moving organism and provide a hint of being the

opposite of the response "energetic person."

5. On the difficult items the students were told that

a word which they recognize will in most instances not be

used with the definition that first comes to mind. Examples

such as the word qualified which is most often used in

relation to skills necessary for a job, was used with the
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definition of being limited or restricted. The most

important point stressed was that only a small percentage of

students nationwide answer the items correctly. A table

depicting the percentage of students nationwide responding

to each antonym item correctly was presented to show that

less than 25% of the students answer the more difficult

items correctly. The idea was to get students to

concentrate on the first two-thirds of the test and not

spend too much time on the last third.

Five practice items were reviewed by the students.

They were instructed to find appropriate techniques for

eliminating incorrect choices and then select from the

remaining choices. The practice session focused on the

process of eliminating choices rather than selecting the

correct answer. The students were then administered a 15

item posttest.

Analysis of Data

The item responses to the pre- and posttests were

tabulated. Since a minimum of approximately 300 students

was needed to obtain reliable DIF values as was obtained in

Study 1, the Mantel-Haenszel procedure could not be used.

Instead the SAT scoring formula, obtained by subtracting the

number. answered incorrectly divided by 4 from the number

correct, was utilized.

The results from the la-item pretest, using the items

from section two of the November 1988 SAT, administered to
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the treatment students were compared with the scores of

students from the 10-item section in the 1988 testing. The

15-item posttest scores were likewise compared with the 1988

testing results with an independent groups t-test.
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CHAPTER 3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the DIF analyses on the SAT data

obtained from the College Board and the treatment are

presented in this chapter. The discussion will focus on

item characteristics which showed a high degree of DIF. The

DIF indices are reported in terms of ETS delta values. The

delta values represent the relative performance of the focal

group as compared to the reference group. The matching

function utilized in the procedure provides validation of

the level of performance across scholastic verbal aptitude

levels.

Overall Results

In Tables 5 and 6 the DIF values, Mantel-Haenszel chi

square statistic and probability levels for each of the 85

items are presented. The corresponding plots of the percent

correct probabilities by scholastic verbal aptitude levels

for each item can be found in Appendix B. The conditions,

which must be met in order for an item to be considered to

be eXhibiting DIF, are a statistically significant Mantel

Haenszel statistic and/or cut points commonly used by ETS.

The Educational Testing Service identifies three basic

types of items in DIF studies. The items in the first

category, also referred to as type A items, have delta

values ranging from 0 to ±1.00 and are concluded to be



Table 5. Item Statistics for SAT-V Section 1

Common ETS Mantel
ITEM Odds Ratio Delta Haenzel Prob>t

1 1.10494 -0.23650 0.2945 0.587
2 1. 01209 -0.02848 0.0005 0.983
3 1.30846 -0.63718 3.9079 0.048
4 1.34598 -0.70419 7.5386 0.006
5 1.08426 -0.19173 0.4696 0.493
6 1.07174 -0.16420 0.4145 0.520
7 0.90013 0.24935 0.9288 0.335
8 1.16221 -0.35626 1. 9455 0.163
9 1.00557 -0.01317 0.0000 0.998

10 1.06347 -0.14585 0.3321 0.564
11 1.34237 -0.69781 8.1205 0.004
12 0.88979 0.27676 0.6168 0.432
13 0.74756 0.68954 5.9196 0.015
14 0.84501 0.39912 2.6511 0.103
15 1.19224 -0.41674 2.0465 0.153
16 0.77872 0.59273 4.0995 0.043
17 1.03767 -0.08764 0.0638 0.801
18 0.93885 0.14956 0.2426 0.622
19 1.01296 -0.03051 0.0051 0.943
20 0.97181 0.06776 0.0443 0.833
21 1.01274 -0.03001 0.0048 0.945
22 1.37335 -0.75189 9.5919 0.002
23 0.93269 0.16514 0.3214 0.571
24 0.98883 0.02662 0.0008 0.978
25 0.84362 0.40304 1.1737 0.279
26 0.84189 0.40790 2.5175 0.113
27 0.71948 0.78028 7.1721 0.007
28 0.91404 0.21301 0.5157 0.473
29 0.93131 0.16865 0.2695 0.604
30 1.05427 -0.12524 0.2271 0.634
31 1.13237 -0.29462 1.1655 0.280
32 0.68890 0.88319 13.4023 0.001
33 0.94937 0.12315 0.2214 0.638
34 1.16113 -0.35407 1.6749 0.196
35 0.91817 0.20232 0.6128 0.434
36 0.71072 0.80930 4.5822 0.032
37 0.90768 0.22955 0.4889 0.484
38 0.87585 0.31417 0.8322 0.362
39 0.92638 0.18125 0.3918 0.531

62



Table 5. (continued) Item Statistics
for SAT-V Section 1

Common ETS Mantel
ITEM Odds Ratio Delta Haenzel Prob>t

40 0.94615 0.13119 0.2214 0.638
41 0.81378 0.48837 3.4307 0.064
42 1.14676 -0.32455 1.5674 0.211
43 0.85472 0.37204 1. 9514 0.162
44 0.87742 0.30992 1.1283 0.288
45 0.70715 0.82124 7.4714 0.006

Table 6. Item Statistics for SAT-V Section 2

Common ETS Mantel
ITEM Odds Ratio Delta Haenzel Prob>t

1 1.32889 -0.67389 3.7474 0.053
2 1.19448 -0.42118 2.1736 0.140
3 1. 74259 -1.31624 22.2020 0.001
4 1. 51806 -0.98931 14.8074 0.001
5 1. 04387 -0.10176 0.1250 0.724
6 0.87488 0.31680 1. 6021 0.206
7 0.70187 0.83898 11.3067 0.001
8 0.85613 0.36813 1.8191 0.177
9 1.35167 -0.71419 6.2757 0.012

10 0.86551 0.34230 0.9282 0.335
11 1.12031 -0.26925 0.3583 0.549
12 0.90919 0.22562 0.5647 0.452
13 0.83286 0.43344 2.8362 0.092
14 1.10588 -0.23852 0.4943 0.482
15 0.89646 0.25905 0.6549 0.418
16 1.10094 -0.22792 0.6139 0.433
17 1. 01896 -0.04452 0.0074 0.931
18 1.25404 -0.53650 4.6425 0.031
19 0.85719 0.36520 1. 7557 0.185
20 1.38446 -0.77099 11.0470 0.001

63
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Table 6. (continued) Item Statistics for
SAT-V Section 2

Common ETS Mantel
ITEM Odds Ratio Delta Haenzel Prob>t

21 0.98852 0.02736 0.0041 0.949
22 1.10439 -0.23533 0.6042 0.437
23 1.06133 -0.14106 0.2373 0.626
24 0.92145 0.19387 0.4417 0.506
25 0.87343 0.32074 1.1978 0.274
26 0.82486 0.45632 1. 6349 0.201
27 1. 23038 -0.49136 1.3052 0.253
28 1.07892 -0.18002 0.4361 0.509
29 0.93423 0.16125 0.3278 0.567
30 0.86020 0.35689 2.0149 0.156
31 0.97658 0.05616 0.0202 0.887
32 1. 08207 -0.18694 0.4713 0.492
33 0.74801 0.68812 9.0505 0.003
34 0.57153 1. 32589 28.9630 0.001
35 0.78808 0.56442 4.9305 0.026
36 0.81805 0.47597 3.6274 0.057
37 1. 00347 -0.00822 0.0005 0.981
38 1. 25333 -0.53516 4.3663 0.037
39 1. 01025 -0.02417 0.0035 0.953
40 0.93871 0.14991 0.3034 0.582

exhibiting no differential functioning. Items with delta

values from +1.00 to +1.50 or -1.00 to -1.50, or type B

items, are showing some DIF and often are flagged for study.

Type C items which result in delta values greater than 1.50

or less than -1.50 are interpreted to be eXhibiting extreme

DIF and should be excluded from a test.

In order to include a greater number of items for

study, the criteria for items concluded to be eXhibiting DIF

was modified. The DIF values for type B items were expanded

to include items with delta values from .60 to 1.50 or from
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-.60 to -1.50. Items with delta values greater than .60 or

less than -.60 were in most instances statistically

significant at the .05 level.

A summary of DIF values by item type shown in Table 7

identifies nine items which were eXhibiting DIF in which the

Hawaii examinees were performing less well than the

reference group and eight items where the Hawaii examinees

performed better than the reference group. An inspection of

the table shows that seven of the nine items showing

negative DIF values which were less than or equal to -.60

were contained among the antonym items. The only item

showing DIF less than -1.00 was item 3 in section 2 which

was also an antonym item.

In comparison there were eight items with DIF values

greater than or equal to .60. Four of the items were from

the reading comprehension section, and two items each were

from the antonyms and analogy sections.

DIF Values by Item Characteristics

The items contained within each of the four parts of

the verbal section were classified according to a

predetermined set of characteristics in the attempt to

account for the differences in item functioning. Four item

characteristics were common to all 85 items, and the results

were interpretable in relation to the entire verbal test.



Table 7. Distribution of Items by Delta Values and Item Type

Antonyms Analogies Delta Reading Comp Sent. Comp

1.30 1
1. 20
1.10
1.00

.90
1 2 .80 1

.70 1
1 .60 1

.50 1 1
1 .40 3 2

4 4 .30 1
2 1 .20 1 2

3 .10 4 2
1 .01 1 2

.00
2 1 -.01 2 3
4 1 -.10 3
1 2 -.20 1 2
1 1 -.30 1
2 -.40 1

1 -.50 1
3 -.60
2 1 -.70 1

-.80
1 -.90

-1.00
-1.10
-1.20

1 -1.30

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

> 1.0 1
2 2 .60 - 1.0 3
6 10 o - .50 11 9

10 6 -.50 - 0 9 5
6 1 -1.0 - -.60 1
1 < -1.0

66
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Distribution of DIF for the Four Verbal Item Types

DIF values for items classified according to the four

item types contained in the test are presented to display

the distribution of DIF for all 85 items. The bottom of

Table 7, presented earlier, displays the frequency

distribution of ETS delta values, broken down by item type.

Summary counts for different intervals of DIF are shown at

the bottom of the table for each item type.

Inspection of the table reveals that only two items

exhibit extreme DIF values (absolute value> 1.0). The

antonym section was the only item type in which there were a

large number of items on which the Hawaii students performed

differentially less well than the Mainland examinees. The

mean DIF values by item type indicate that Hawaii examinees

performed differentially less well than the Mainland u.S.

examinees on only the antonym items as a category.

There was only one item which exhibited large DIF

against Hawaii examinees, antonym item 3 in the second

verbal section involving the word "spontaneous."

The item which was found to have large DIF against the

reference group was a reading comprehension item. Question

34 in section 2 referring to a passage dealing with a view

of Black literature, required the examinee to determine what

the author suggested was an important quality of a character

described in the passage.
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Item position - Common Characteristics

The only other characteristic which was comparable

across all items in the verbal section dealt with item

position within the section. The Pearson product-moment

correlations of the DIF values and item position are

displayed in Table 8. Across all items in the test there

was a tendency for the performance of Hawaii examinees to

improve as they got farther into each section. The

relationship, however, was not statistically significant at

the .05 level.

Table 8. Pearson Product Moment Correlations of
Item Position and DIF

section r Prob>t

Overall .13 .23

Antonyms .43 .03

Sentence Completion -.17 .54

Analogies .16 .49

Reading comprehension .04 .86

A statistically significant correlation was found,

among the antonym items (r=.43, p=.03), between the DIF

values and item position. The correlation indicates that

there was a tendency for the Hawaii examinees to perform

less well than the reference group on the early antonym
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items in each section and better than the reference group on

the items later in each section.

Subject Matter Content

The mean DIF values by sUbject content across all items

show that the Hawaii examinees performed the least well on

items classified as "world of practical affairs" in the

sentence completion section. Item 22 of section 1 dealing

with the employment of women in the mid 1800s had the

largest negative DIF value. The only sentence completion

item of that category which exhibited a positive DIF value

dealt with wildlife photography (section 2, item 12).

Since the words contained in the antonym items

consisted mainly of verbs or adjectives, the items were not

classified by SUbject content as in the other sections. The

items were, however, rated according to the word

representing a socio/personality characteristic. Hawaii

examinees performed worst on items which did not contain

personality references as compared to words which had

personality connotations. The difference between the mean

DIF values was not statistically significant (Prob>t=.062).

Mixed results were obtained for items with science

content across the three sections which were rated. The

Hawaii examinees performed better than the reference group

on analogy and reading comprehension science items and less

well on the sentence completion items with science content.
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Further examination of the reading comprehension science

items found Hawaii students performing better on the

biological as compared to physical science items.

Word Abstractness

Where appropriate, the items were classified according

to their degree of abstractness. Concrete words are defined

as representing tangible or observable entities as compared

to abstract items which represent intangible entities. For

example words such as defective, dormitory and irrigate were

classified as concrete while words such as esoteric,

culpability and extrinsic were considered abstract. The raters

were instructed to place each item into the category which

most closely characterized the word. In assessing all of

the items in the three sections in which word abstractness

was rated, Hawaii examinees obtained a mean DIF value

of .029 on the items rated as concrete and a value of -.089

on the abstract items. The negative mean DIF indicates that

the Hawaii examinees performed less well than the reference

group on the abstract items.

There was a statistically significant mean DIF value

of .29 on the analogy items with concrete words in the stem.

The abstractness of the words did not appear to be

significantly contributing to the DIF values for the

abstract or concrete words in other sections.
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Item Characteristics by Item Type

The items contained within each of the four types of

items within the verbal section were classified according to

a predetermined set of characteristics in the attempt to

account for the differences in performance besides item

type, item position, sUbject matter content and degree of

abstractness. Since a number of the item characteristics

were not applicable for all 85 items, detailed analyses were

conducted within each of the four types of items.

Antonyms

The results of regressing the item characteristics of

the antonym items on the DIF values is displayed in Table 9.

The overall model R2 of .295 was not statistically

significant. An inspection of the simultaneous sum-of

squares shows that item position was the only statistically

significant characteristic which had an effect on the DIF

values (F=5.60, Prob>F=.03). The correlation of the item

position and the DIF values for the antonym items is shown

in Table 8, presented earlier.

In Table 10, the mean DIF values for three item

characteristics unique to antonym items are presented. An

obvious characteristic of six items used in the section was

a relation to social or personality descriptors. Words such

as esoteric, garrulous and stirring were identified to fit the

category. While the characteristic did not have a
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Table 9. Simultaneous Regression of Antonym Item
Characteristics on DIF Values.

Unique
Characteristic Sum of Squares F Prob>F

Overall Model 2.01 1.26 .32

Item position 1.48 5.60 .03

Positive-Negative .22 .41 .67

Personality Reference .11 .42 .52

Type of Word .20 .75 .40

Degree of Abstractness .21 .79 .38

Overall R2 = .29

statistically significant effect on the DIF values there was

a positive mean DIF on the items which contained the socio-

personality reference and a mean negative DIF on the words

that did not contain the reference. The items with word

stems which could not be used as personality descriptors

were more difficult for the Hawaii examinees than the

reference group. Of special note was that the items with a

socio-personality reference were the only antonym items

which had a positive DIF value.

The DIF values of words categorized as verbs,

adjectives or nouns ranged from -.16 to -.23. The Hawaii

examinees performed less well than the reference group on

all types of words. The largest group of items (14)



Table 10. Mean ETS Delta for Antonym Items by
Item Characteristics

Item Delta N of
Characteristic Mean SO Items

Context of the Word

Positive Word - .178 .65 7
Negative Word -.189 .53 15
Neutral Word -.081 .39 3

Social/Personality Content

Present .039 .54 6
Absent -.240 .53 19

Parts of Speech

Verb - .165 t::.t::. t::.
."" "Adjective -.213 .54 14

Noun -.230 .61 5

Abstractness

Concrete -.165 .60 14
Abstract -.183 .46 11
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consisted of adjectives with verbs and nouns comprising the balance of

the 11 items. Likewise the antonym word stems which were rated as being

positive, negative or neutral did not result in large differences in DIF

va1ues. Words such as det'ect t ve and adverse were considered to be

negative while positively stated sterns included bountiful and

stirring.

Sentence Completion

In Table 11 the probability values of the F statistics

in the regression analyses show that no item characteristic

explained a statistically significant amount of variation in

the DIF values. The six characteristics which were rated on

the sentence completion items accounted for an overall R2

of .425 which was moderately large but not statistically

significant at the .05 level.

The mean delta values for the characteristics of the

sentence completion items by item characteristics indicate

that no noticeable DIF was present. The largest mean delta

value was found on items whose subject matter was classified

as esthetics or philosophy. Items including 16 and 23 in

section 1 had content referring to literature, drama,

religion or sUbjects of similar nature. Table 12 which also

shows the mean delta of -.16 on the 4 items classified as

having sUbject matter in the "world of practical affairs"

category. The negative delta values indicate that the

Hawaii examinees had a more difficult time with the items

than did the reference group.



Table 11. Simultaneous Regression of Sentence
Completion Item Characteristics on DIF Values.

Unique
Characteristic Sum of Squares F Prob>F

Overall Model .74 .74 .65

Item Position .02 .18 .69

Number of Blanks .01 .01 .94

Subject Content .51 1.36 .33

Degree of Abstractness .04 .33 .58

Outside Knowledge Helpful .01 .01 .94

avera11 R2 = .42
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Table 12. Mean ETS Delta for Sentence Completion
Items by Item Characteristics

Item Delta Nof
Characteri st tc

it,.. __ SD Itemsncol!

Number of Blanks

One .035 .31 6
Two .078 .36 9

Subject Matter Content

Aesthetics .261 .24 4
Practical Affairs - .161 .42 4
Science -.077 .17 3
Human Relationships .187 .31 4

Degree of Abstractness

Concrete .039 .37 12
Abstract .150 .12 3

Outside Knowledge

Hel pful .196 .34 3
Not Helpful .027 .33 12
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Reading Comprehension

The regression analysis of item characteristics on the

DIF values for the reading comprehension items resulted in

an overall non-statistically significant model (F=.079,

Prob>F=.63). The simultaneous sum-of-squares found in Table

13 identifies the length of the passage as explaining the

greatest amount of unique variance in the DIF values. The

amount of variance explained, however, was not statistically

significant at the .05 level.

Table 13. Simultaneous Regression of Reading Comprehension
Item Characteristics on DIF Values

Unique
Characteristic Sum of Squares F Prob>F

Overall Model 1.52 .79 .63

Item position .04 .20 .66

Length of Passage .29 1. 34 .26

Subject Content .83 .96 .46

Type of Question .13 .20 .89

Overall R2 = .42

There were a total of 10 items in three separate

reading passages which contained 175-275 words. The mean

delta value of -.006 in Table 14 reveals virtually no DIF

among the items. However, among the 15 items in passages

containing more than 275 words, a positive delta of .325 was



Table 14. Mean ETS Delta for Reading Comprehension
Items by Item Characteristics

Item Delta N of
Characteristic Mean SD Items

Length of Passage

Medium (175-275 words) -.006 .32 10
Long (275-475 words) .325 .47 15

Subject Matter of the Passage

Biological Science .289 .33 5
Physical Science -.072 .48 3
Social Studies .112 .50 5
Humanities .191 .15 3
Narrative .272 .55 9

Type of Question

Main Idea .174 .27 5
Explicit Statement .158 .54 3
Inference .176 .29 6
Application .219 .59 11
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obtained. The value indicates that the Hawaii examinees

tended to perform better on these items than the reference

group.

Among the subject content and type of question

characteristics only items in the physical science category

resulted in a negative mean delta value. The negative value

was of such small magnitude that no DIF was concluded to be

operating. The positive mean deltas for all other

characteristics indicate that the items were less difficult

for the Hawaii examinees than the reference group. The

items in the passages pertaining to biological science or a

narration of an issue showed the largest positive values.

Analogies

Five characteristics of analogy items were regressed on

the DIF values in order to determine if any of the

characteristics could explain a significant amount of

variance. An inspection of the simultaneous sum-of-squares

found i.n Table 15 shows that item position and the semantic

relationship of the items accounted for the most variance

among the characteristics. However, neither effect was

large enough to be statistically significant.

An analysis on the semantic relationships of the items

found varied magnitudes of DIF. As shown in Table 16 there

were three relationship categories which obtained mean delta

values in excess of .20 and two less than -.20. Analogy
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Table 15. Simultaneous Regression of Analogy Item
Characteristics on DIF Values

Unique
Characteristic Sum of Squares F Prob>F

Overall Model 2.66 2.00 .23

Degree of Abstractness .25 2.59 .17

Item Type .10 .50 .63

Relationship: Stem &Key .01 .01 .96

Subject Content .39 1.37 .35

Semantic Relationship 1.12 1.69 .29

Overall R2 = .85

stems classified as "similar" or "cause/purpose" were more

difficult for the Hawaii examinees as compared to the

reference group. The opposite was found on the items in the

"attribute," "non-attribute," and "case relation" items

which had positive mean delta values greater than .30.

DIF values greater than .20 or less than -.20 were

found in two other categories among the analogy item

characteristics. Items in which both words in the stem were

classified as concrete and items with a science sUbject

content were less difficult for the Hawaii examinees.



Table 16. Mean ETS Delta for Analogy Items by
Item Characteristics

Item Delta N of
Characteristic Mean SD Items

Abstractness of Words in the Stem

Both Concrete .290 .33 10
Both Abstract -.026 .48 5
Mixed -.097 .39 5

Relationship Between the Stem and Key

Independent .081 .52 11
Related .154 .23 9

Subject Matter Content

Philosophy .083 .26 3
World of Practical Affairs .163 .48 5
Science .270 .42 5
Human Relationships -.019 .43 7

Semantic Relationship

Similar -.300 .48 3
Attribute .401 .44 5
Contrast - .140 .13 2
Non-Attribute .334 .03 3
Case Relation .340 .04 2
Cause/Purpose -.202 .47 2
Space/Time .001 .32 2
Representation .181 1
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Treatment Results

In order to test for a treatment effect two analyses

were conducted: 1) a pre-post comparison among the treatment

subjects, and 2) a comparison of the treatment results with

a sample of the Hawaii students' responses from the November

1988 administration. Since the Mantel-Haenszel procedure

could not be used, because of insufficient sample size to

validly apply the procedure, the mean SAT raw score was

utilized. The formula is as follows:

Number Incorrect
Raw Score = Number Correct - (----------------)

4

The maximum raw score possible was 10 on the pretest

and 15 on the posttest. Since the mean DIF of the antonym

items from the November 1988 testing showed that Hawaii

students were doing less well than the reference group the

mean raw score for each group was obtained for validation.

The results are presented in Table 17.

Table 17. Mean Raw Score for Two Sections
of Antonym Items

Reference Group Hawaii Sample

section

10 Items

15 Items

Mean

4.46

7.08

SD

2.43

3.54

Mean

3.71

6.03

SD

2.61

3.75
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The mean raw scores indicate that Hawaii students are

performing less well than the reference group by almost 1.8

raw score points on the 25 antonym items. According to the

SAT raw score to scaled score conversion table the

difference in raw score points corresponds to approximately

18 SA~ formula sco~e points. The amount is roughly the

difference between Hawaii and Mainland examinees on the SAT

V subtest as a whole. The treatment's goal was the

improvement of the raw score performance of the Hawaii

students. The information presented in the treatment was

based on the hypothesis that something other than vocabulary

knowledge would improve the scores.

Obtaining a treatment group of students which would be

representative of the Hawaii examinees with a mean SAT-V of

408 would have been difficult. The lack of information

about the scholastic verbal aptitude levels of students who

have not yet been administered the test and access to

student records made the attempt unfeasible. Thus, the mean

scores of the two schools willing to participate in the

study were used to extract an equivalent range of students

from the November 1988 testing. The mean scores of the

schools for the most recent testing were selected as the

most representative of the scholastic verbal aptitude of

students currently enrolled in the school. The most recent

scores for the two schools are presented in Table 18.
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Table 18. Mean SAT-V Scores of Treatment Schools

School 1 School 2

Year

1991

Mean

314

S.D.

72

Mean

345

S.D.

35

Based upon the SA~-V means of the schools in the

treatment, Hawaii students from the November 1988 testing

with scores between 300 and 350 were used as controls. The

SAT mean raw scores of the antonym items for this sample of

examinees were calculated and are presented in Table 19.

The mean raw scores for the two sections of antonyms were

obtained separately to allow for pre and post comparisons of

the treatment group.

Table 19. Mean Raw Score for Two sections of Antonym
Items for Examinees with SAT-V Scores From 300 to 350

Reference Group Hawaii Sample

section

10 Items

15 Items

Mean

2.43

3.95

S.D.

1. 60

2.08

Mean

2.26

3.85

S.D.

1. 44

2.52

The difference in mean raw scores between Hawaii and

reference group examinees was not as large for students with

scores from 300 to 350 as compared to the entire sample of

students. The results of the treatment group's pre- and
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posttests were compared with the Hawaii group's means in

order to determine if the treatment was effective in

improving the antonym scores. The antonym means for the two

groups of students administered the treatment as well as for

the combined group are presented in Table 20.

Table 20. Mean Raw Score for 2 Sections of Antonym
Items for Treatment Subjects

Group 1 Group 2 Combined

Items Mean SO Mean SO Mean SO

10 (Pre) 2.29 1. 73 2.39 2.51 2.34 2.11

15 (Post) 4.92 3.94 5.60 3.39 5.25 3.65

statistical comparisons between the treatment groups

and the Hawaii sample of students from the November 1988

testing were conducted with independent groups t-tests. As

shown in Table 21 the t-test comparisons between the Hawaii

sample of 10 antonym items and the treatment groups pretest

raw scores resulted in nonsignificant t values. The Hawaii

sample mean on the 10-item antonym section was not

statistically significantly different from the two

treatment
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Table 21. t-Tests of Hawaii Sample and Treatment
Group Pretest Results

Group Mean N t Prob

10 Items (Pretest for Treatment Groups)

Hawaii Sample 2.26 85
.08 .94

Lahaina Treatment 2.29 19

Hawaii Sample 2.26 85
.30 .76

Molokai Treatment 2.39 18

Hawaii Sample 2.26 85
.24 .81

Combined Treatment 2.34 37

groups pretest means of 2.39 and 2.29 as well as the

combined treatment group mean of 2.34.

The t-test results between the treatment group posttest

means and the 15-item antonym section of the November 1988

testing showed statistically significant differences. As

shown in Table 22 the mean antonym raw score for treatment

group two of 5.60 was statistically significantly larger

than the Hawaii sample mean of 3.85. The combined treatment

group mean of 5.25 was also statistically significantly

larger than the Hawaii sample mean. The results indicate

that while there were no statistically significant

differences between the Hawaii sample and the treatment
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pretest, the treatment group's posttest scores were

statistically significantly higher than those of the

controls.

Table 22. t-Tests of Hawaii Sample and Treatment
Group Posttest Results

Group Mean N t Prob

15 Items (Posttest for Treatment Groups)

Hawaii Sample 3.85 85
1.49 .14

Lahaina Treatment 4.92 19

Hawaii Sample 3.85 85
2.51 .02

Molokai Treatment 5.60 18

Hawaii Sample 3.85 85
2.44 .02

Combined Treatment 5.25 37

The results discussed in this chapter are summarized in

Chapter 4 in conjunction with the questions that guided this

research project. The chapter concludes with implications

of the study and suggested directions for further research.
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CHAPTER 4

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter the results of the study are summarized

in conjunction with the three questions that were addressed.

Following the summary of results, conclusions and

implications of the study for curriculum practice and

further research are presented.

Summary

Briefly, the November 1988 version of the SAT was

examined in order to determine if differential item

functioning existed and if the DIF was related to any item

characteristics. Delta values representing the degree of

DIF were obtained by taking a log transformation of the

common-odds ratio obtained from the Mantel-Haenszel

procedure. Item plots and DIF values were examined.

All 85 SAT-V items were rated according to their

characteristics by five individuals who work in the language

arts area on a daily basis. Item type, subject content,

degree of abstractness and item position were included as

Characteristics. Mean DIF values were obtained for each

group of Characteristics. The effects of the item

characteristics on the DIF values were assessed through

mUltiple regression analyses, and possible causes for the

relationships were evaluated.

Once item characteristics eXhibiting DIF were

identified, a treatment curriculum was developed based on
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the probable causes of carelessness and unfamiliarity with

the item type and administered to a sample of high school

seniors to determine if the low performance on items with

specific characteristics could be improved. Pre- and

posttests were administered in conjunction with the

treatment sessions. A subset of the original sample of

Hawaii examinees from the November 1988 testing served as

controls for the treatment. The controls consisted of

examinees with SAT-Verbal scores in the same range as the

1991 SAT-Verbal mean of the schools in which the treatment

was administered. Independent group t-tests were used to

assess the equivalence of the groups before and after the

treatment was administered.

The results of the analyses are presented below along

with the research questions to which they pertain.

Question 1. Are there any items on the verbal subtest

of the SAT in which there is differential item functioning

between Hawaii and Mainland u.S. students?

To respond to this question, the DIF values for the 85

items in the verbal section of the SAT were examined. Only

two items were identified as eXhibiting extreme DIF. One

item was found to result in a delta value less than -1.00

and one item in excess of 1.00. Item number 3 in section 2

of the test was an antonym item which required examinees to

select the opposite of the word "spontaneous." This item
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with a delta value of -1.32 was the only item in which

Hawaii students did extremely less well than the Mainland

students. In comparison, a reading comprehension question

with a delta of 1.32 required the examinees to make a

judgment on what the author of the passage suggested was an

important quality of an ancestral figure in Black writing.

The large positive delta revealed that Hawaii students

performed notably better than the Mainland students on the

item.

To enhance the interpretations, mean DIF values by item

characteristics were obtained. The antonym format was the

only item characteristic group which was found to be

exhibiting noticeable DIF. A closer inspection of the

antonym items revealed that there was a tendency for Hawaii

students to perform less well than the reference group on

the early items in each of the antonym sections and better

than the reference group on the more difficult or latter

items in each section. The observation was confirmed with

the statistically significant positive correlation between

the DIF values and item position.

Question 2. Is the differential item functioning

related to the limited environmental experiences faced by

students being isolated from the Mainland U.S.?

To respond to this question, the characteristics of

items with DIF present were examined. As explained in the

preceding section only the antonym items as a group
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exhibited identifiable DIF against Hawaii examinees. The

pattern of DIF among the items tend to support a notion of

unfamiliarity with the testing format or carelessness more

than a limited vocabulary or isolation from the Mainland

u.s.

The item raters did not feel that Hawaii students' low

performance on items containing words such as defective,

wander, oblivious, spontaneous or expulsion could be attributed

to the geographic separation. The word that came closest to

being more likely answered correctly by the Mainland

students because of the geographic isolation was the word

bountiful since the word may often be used in conjunction

with farming as in a bountiful harvest. The raters noted that

the word was not often used in Hawaii.

The same type of word familiarity rating was identified

on a sentence completion item in which the term pigeonholing

was used. The raters noted that Mainland students might

have been more familiar with the word than Hawaii students.

The delta value of -.03, however, shows that the rate of

responding correctly to the item, across all ability levels,

between the two groups was virtually equivalent. Likewise

another sentence completion question dealing with geography

in the northeastern part of the North American continent

might appear to be advantageous to Mainland students. The

DIF values, however, indicated that no difference in

responding existed.
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Question 3. Does the replacement of words or phrases

in the items identified by the DIF model affect the

scholastic verbal aptitude levels of students on the SAT?

The factors contributing to the DIF identified in Study

1 did not require items to be rewritten in order to address

the differential performance. Instead the pattern of DIF

values among the antonym items led to a decision that the

Hawaii examinees needed to be informed of the high rate of

incorrect responses on the early antonym items. The

students also needed to be made aware that the cause was

likely to be attributed to carelessness and a lack of

adequate concentration instead of a limited vocabulary. The

vocabulary reason was rejected when the DIF values showed

that Hawaii examinees perform better than the Mainland

students on the more difficult antonym items.

A one-hour training session was developed with the

purpose of making students aware of the performance trend of

Hawaii students on the antonym items and teaching techniques

for responding to antonym items. with the original study

sample of 1988 SAT test takers serving as controls the

effectiveness of the treatment was assessed through pre- and

posttests.

There was equivalence of performance between the

pretests of the treatment group and the original sample of

1988 test examinees. However, the treatment students
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performed statistically significantly better than the 1988

SAT examinees after receiving the treatment.

It is difficult to determine the degree of impact which

each component of the treatment had on the students'

performance. However, Study 2 does show that a robust

treatment, applied to specific areas of low scholastic

performance, can be effective in raising the level of

performance. The methods employed can be applied to many

areas of scholastic performance in which relative weaknesses

can be identified and techniques for remediation of the

specific weaknesses developed.

Implications for CUrriculum Planning & Research

The study's major findings were unexpected, yet the

implications for curriculum planning are encouraging.

Because DIF was found on a number of items, and was

primarily limited to one characteristic of the items, the

factor related to the low performance in comparison to the

Mainland students was identifiable. This would not have

been the case if: a) no DIF existed or b) DIF was found and

scattered among numerous item characteristics. The findings

provide a framework from which a starting point for

addressing the scores can be developed.

The large number of antonym items exhibiting DIF

against Hawaii's students was certainly unanticipated. The

pattern of DIF values among the antonym items which showed a

statistically significant relationship between item position
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and the DIF values provided insight on the factors which may

be related to the DIF.

Carelessness and unfamiliarity with the item format

were hypothesized as being responsible for the differential

performance on the antonym items. Further performance

differences were also hypothesized to be due to differences

in Mainland U.S. and Hawaii environmental conditions. While

unproven, pure speculation of the obvious environmental

conditions which differentiate Hawaii from the Mainland U.S.

and may have an impact on the low performance include: 1)

the low rate of unemployment in the state and thus, the

large number of high school students holding jobs, which

detract from studying; 2) Hawaii being one of the few states

where the climate allows for year-round outdoor activities

resulting in a "laid back" way of living; and 3) the large

percentage of minorities and cultural diversity of the

people in the state. As cited earlier, Freedle & Kostin

(1987) note that minorities may do less well on easy items

because these items contain words which are used by middle

class Whites in everyday conversation and thus are more

familiar with the words.

The effectiveness of the procedures employed in study 2

in relation to the actual SAT testing is not known.

However, the results of the treatment sessions indicate that

appropriate attention focused on the recognized problem
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areas is useful in helping to raise test scores to a level

that more accurately reflects the scholastic verbal aptitude

levels of Hawaii's students.

The pattern of the DIF against the Hawaii examinees on

the antonym items is correctable with relatively small

amounts of time and energy. Information about test-taking

and especially strategies for answering certain types of

items are far more advanced, in terms of the quantity and

quality of available information, than in previous years.

If the rest of the nation is moving towards test-taking

strategies, the state of Hawaii will need to follow suit or

else the gap in scores will increase regardless of academic

ability. The issue of taking classroom time away from the

normal curriculum to address test-taking strategies needs to

be balanced against the very small amount of time needed to

obtain noticeable gains and the issue of handicapping

Hawaii's students due to a lack of accessibility to coaching

both in terms of affordability and availability.

Future research should focus on future years' testing

and determine if the same patterns of differential

responding exist. The root causes of the low performance of

Hawaii's students in comparison to Mainland stUdents, not

only on the SAT but also the National Assessment of

Educational Progress (NAEP) and the Stanford Achievement

Test, should be explored. The way in which Hawaii's

students learn and play with language in addition to the
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cultural and environmental conditions should also be

investigated.

Basad upon the procedures employed in the treatment and

the test results, the cause of the DIF in the antonym items

is very likely to be due to an unfamiliarity with the item

type and carelessness rather than the size of Hawaii

students' vocabularies. This is somewhat contrary to

previous notions that the low scores were caused by a

limited vocabulary. The study can serve as a point of

departure in helping to raise Hawaii's students' test

scores. The problem does not appear to be tied to the

language arts curriculum but rooted more towards the

techniques of taking tests or the strategies that need to be

used. The procedures for remedying the low scores requires

relatively nominal resources and does not require

substantive curriculum changes. Ignoring these findings

will seriously limit the range of opportunities available to

Hawaii's college-bound students.
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ATTACKING ANTONYM ITEMS

Looking for OPPOSITES.

3 Keys:

a) Attractive Answers

b) Few Words Have Exact Opposites

c) Multiple Meanings

Process of Elimination

Wrong answers are easier to find.

Focus attention on the remaining choices.

Guess

THREE PART SYSTEM

Easy Third

Consider every answer

Eliminate hard answer choices

Medium Third

Peculiar Choices

Simple Words

Hunches

Positve-Negative

Endings of Words

Difficult Third

Attractive Responses

"Average" Person &Percent Correct

98
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Raw Score = Number Correct- 1/4 ( Number Wrong)

Raw Score

40
39
38
37
36
35
34
33
32
31

Formula Score

460
460
450
440
440
430
420
420
410
400



DIF Values by Item Type

Item Type DIF

100

Antonyms -.173

Analogy .114

Reading Comprehention .190

Sentence Completion .061



DIF Values for Antonym Items
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Item # Part I Part II

1 -.24 -.67
2 -.03 -.42
3 -.64 -1.32
4 -.70 -.99
5 -1.9 -.10
6 -1.64 .32
7 .25 .84
8 -.36 .37
9 -.01 -.71
10 -.15 .34
11 -.69
12 .28
13 .69
14 .40
15 -.41



Percent Answering the Antonym Items Correct

102

Item

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Part I

89
85
87
76
75
60
68
52
53
40
38
19
23
33
23

Part II

90
82
72
75
63
44
27
27
25
15
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